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ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

What my friends at ACC say about me:\nI am a sweet, 

social, older gentleman, looking for the perfect forever 

home!\nCheek and chin scratches make me so happy!\nI 

am finding the shelter a little overwhelming, but when its 

just you and me and some peace and quiet youll see what 

a love bug I am.\nI am looking for a home with a patient 

person.\nI will flourish in a calm environment and a low-

traffic home.\nI would appreciate slow introductions to new 

people and places to help me feel safe.\nI prefer to call the 

shots and enjoy coming to you when Im ready for pets.

\n\nA volunteer writes: Lincoln is a tortoise-shell senior 

with a very inquisitive, even probing face who looks you in 

the eye with a question that has yet to be fully formed. He 

enjoys ruminating with a treat quite a bit. He can react 

quickly to sudden moves and noises and can become 

particularly jealous of his treats, fearing that youre trying 

to take them away from him. Lincoln needs to understand 

you and to be understood in turn.\n\nA volunteer writes: 

Please dont overlook Mr. Lincoln, who wins the "most 

improved" award since arriving at the Care Center earlier 

this summer. Scared and upset at first, Lincoln has 

adjusted well to the cat adoption room, climbing down 

from his cat loft to greet visitors and volunteers, head 

butting human hands, and leaning in for cheek rubs. Our 

behavior team also called out his "social, curious, and 

sweet" personality, and hes always up for chicken and 

catnip treats. Lincoln will thrive in a low-key environment 

where he can come out of his shell and feel safe and 

secure. Looking for a furry buddy wholl binge-watch your 

favorite shows with you and keep all your secrets? Meet 

Lincoln on 110th Street today! Primary Color: Gray Weight: 

9.5lbs Age: 10yrs 3mths 1wks Animal has been Neutered
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